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Executive Summary

This paper examines the possibility for China to force reunification with Taiwan.

More specifically, will China have the motivation, the capability, and the opportunity

to bring Taiwan into the fold under Xi Jinping? The analysis addresses three key

points: (1) the importance of Taiwan for China (motivation); (2) Beijing’s military

options in coercing Taiwan into a reunification (capability); and (3) the possible role

of North Korea and Russia in the conflict (opportunity). Finally, the conclusion offers

an assessment of when some of the military options developed in this paper could

happen in the next five years, which corresponds to Xi Jinping's third mandate. The

successful takeover of Taiwan could dramatically boost China’s ambitions in the

South China Sea and diminish the influence as well as the project of power of the US

in the West Pacific region. 
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Introductory Remarks by the Editors
 

Josef Demergis & Marios  Efthymiopoulos

Chinese aspirations for forcing reunification with Taiwan have been intensifying in
the past years, with Beijing's recent largest-ever exercise around Taiwan being a
prime indication of both Chinese aspirations and capabilities.

The Russian invasion of Ukraine has of course been an anathema to Western
audiences and governments along with other governments around the world, but it
nevertheless signals a change in the way international relations and disputes are to be
contacted by the more powerful states. 

This is not lost to China which has been steadily increasing its armed forces, both in
quantity and quality, and its ability to project its military might beyond its borders. 

With Xi Jinping securing a historic third term as Communist party leader while
securing his political power base with loyalists, Chinese aspirations against Taiwan
and the Pacific region are sure to unfold in a dramatic way. 

Means, the ability to project, a suitable excuse, and a politically secure Chinese
leadership may mean that more hostile actions against Taiwan and perhaps an
invasion may be pursued by the Chinese Armed Forces in the near future.

Professor Lemieux's addresses all the above in astounding strategic detail while
laying bare the motivation, the capability, and the opportunity for China to do so.
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Introduction

In July 2022, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Miley,

ordered a five-year review of close military encounters between China and the United

States as its allies. The results of the review indicated that “the number of intercepts

by Chinese aircraft and ships in the Pacific region with U.S. and other partner forces

has increased significantly over that time, and the number of unsafe interactions has

risen by similar proportions” (Baldor 2022). This report came out a few weeks before

a US Congress delegation led by Hon. Nancy Pelosi visited Taiwan. In reaction to the

congressional visit, China launched on August 2nd a four-day large scale military

drills in six zones surrounding Taiwan and fired live ammunition including 11

missiles (Reuters 2022a). 

A few months later, on October 16th 2022, China’s Communist Party Congress

confirmed Xi Jinping for a third unprecedented mandate as President of the country.

During his speech, Jinping reaffirmed his intent to achieve reunification with Taiwan

by force if necessary and warned the West against interfering in that matter. The key

direction of Jinping foreign policies seems to be doubling down on the past 10 years:

regional aggression and rivalry with the west (Davidson & Graham-Garrison 2022). It

is also important to mention that during that period China was able to dismantle the

democracy in Hong Kong with a series of violent crackdowns between 2019 and 2021

(Soo and Wu 2021). The violent political overhaul of Hong Kong by Beijing came to

the cost of breaking an agreement made in 1997 with the United Kingdom. This

agreement granted fifty years of considerable political autonomy to Hong Kong and

was formulated in a framework known as “One Country, Two Systems” (Maizland

2022). 

Thus far, China has demonstrated the motivation and capability to project

power in the region and on the world stage. It has recently succeeded in reunifying

with Hong Kong and had the opportunity to destroy its democracy by force. The

question is can China force reunification with Taiwan? More specifically, will China

have the motivation, capability, and opportunity to bring Taiwan into the fold under
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Xi Jinping? This paper examines these two questions by addressing the importance of

Taiwan for China, China’s military options in coercing Taiwan into a reunification,

and the possible role of North Korea and Russia.

The Importance of Taiwan
This section explores three most significant areas of importance that Taiwan

represents for China: (1) historical; (2) Economic; and (3) Geopolitical. First, one

must recognize that Taiwan was a province of China in the 17th century but due to a

military defeat in the Sino-Japanese war in 1895, the island came under the control of

Japan until the end of World War 2. In 1949, a civil war erupted in China and the

Communist movement gained control of the mainland while the government in

power, the nationalist party led by Chiang Kai Shek, moved to Taiwan and tried to

regain control of Beijing and challenged the legitimacy of the Communist Party until

the 1970s. Today, China claims that the island has always been a Chinese province,

Taiwan maintains that it is not part of modern China's history, especially not part of

the first state formed in 1911 and not part of the People’s Republic of China formed

in 1949 (Brown 2022). In 2021, President Xi Jinping said during his speech at the

celebration of the 110th anniversary of China’s revolution: “Taiwan’s independence

separatism is the biggest obstacle to achieving the reunification of the motherland,

and the most serious hidden danger to national rejuvenation” and “The historical task

of the complete reunification of the motherland must be fulfilled, and will definitely

be fulfilled.” Cultural identity and historical events are partially fueling the increasing

aggressiveness of China regarding the national rejuvenation, two other factors are also

at play.

Economic value of Taiwan is a second incentive that motivates China to

accelerate the reunification with Taiwan. According to the International Monetary

Fund (IMF 2022), Taiwan has a GDP per capita three times higher than China

($33,775 vs $12,259). By comparison, the European Union GDP per capita is

expected to reach $32,900 in 2022. In 2020, more than 42% of Taiwan's exports were

going to China, from where Taiwan gets around 22% of its imports. The value of

cross-strait trade was US$166 billion. Taiwan strait is one of the busiest trade routes

of the world, mainly supporting Europe and the Middle East. 88% of the largest
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container ships will transit via the strait in 2022 (Varley 2022). 

Main exports products are: electronics, information, communication and audio-video

products, base metals, plastics and rubber, machinery (Trading Economics 2022). 

In the electronics sector, Taiwan is playing an important role by being the first

producer and exporter of advanced semiconductors (microchips) in the world. 

In 2020, Taiwanese companies like TSMC, UMC, VIS, and PSMC were controlling

63% of the world’s microchip manufacturing (Kuo 2021). In comparison, China’s

companies were controlling 6% of the microchips market share. 

Because the western world is relying so much on microchips to support its

technological economic boom, Taiwan is unequivocally playing a critical geopolitical

role.
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Due to its specialized microchip industry, Taiwan became a major supplier of

the US military-industrial complex making it a key component of America’s national

security (Matheny 2022). The geopolitical importance of Taiwan is not only limited to

the manufacturing of semiconductors but could also be a critical military advantage in

the South China Sea and the Pacific. An attack on and control of Taiwan would

definitely throw off balance the American projection of power in Asia and undermine

relations with regional allies if the US is incapable or unwilling to defend Taiwan

(Lague and Murray 2021). The control of Taiwan by China could also mean a new

“Launchpad” for its navy and air force that will put southern Japanese islands at risk.

Additionally, the takeover of Taiwan would also directly threaten military

installations in the Philippines, Guam, and, to a certain extent, Hawaii. It could also

give China the upper hand in controlling and/or disrupting the flow of commercial

shipping in the South China Sea, especially Japan's trading routes. It is important to

note that the South China Sea accounts for 1/3 of the world’s sea shipping volume

(UNCTAD 2016) and is vital to major US allies such as Japan and South Korea.
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Finally, the control of Taiwan would allow China to further establish and extend its

territorial claims in the South China Sea, continue to militarize islands in the region

and increase disputes with neighboring countries (Heydarian 2022).    

China’s Military Options
This section provides an overview of two potential scenarios that China could

follow to force the reunification with Taiwan: (1) Military invasion of Taiwan’s

territory or (2) air and sea blockade of Taiwan. Currently China has the largest navy

in the world with 360 combat vessels (Lendon & Watson 2022). It is estimated that

China could commit the Eastern and Southern fleets to either invade or impose a

blockade of Taiwan. This means that China could mobilize 21 of 32 destroyers, 41

frigates, 33 diesel-powered attack subs, and 4 ballistic-missile subs. These two fleets

also have 49 medium landing ships and amphibious transport docks, as well as 1

aircraft carrier (Brimelow 2022). In comparison, Taiwan has only 4 destroyers, 22

frigates, and two submarines.

Option 1: Invasion

In order to coerce Taipei to accept the reunification with China without delay,

Beijing may opt for a limited or full invasion of Taiwan territory. First, China could

decide to launch a limited invasion of one or multiple smaller islands that Taiwan

governs. Most of these smaller islands are located in the strait of Taiwan and would

accomplish four strategic outcomes: (1) limit the scope of a full-scale confrontation

between China and Taiwan while initiating the reunification process by a show of

force; (2) disrupt shipping routes in the strait of Taiwan during the military operation;

(3) the disruption of shipping routes will place economic pressure on the West

(mainly Europe); (4) the limited invasion of Taiwan could be perceived by the US as

not being sufficient to trigger a naval counteroffensive, especially due to the

proximity of these islands to mainland China. For this operation, China could choose

among several regional islands such as Pratas island, Wuqiu islands, Matsu Islands,

Kinmen islands, and Penghu islands. Each of these islands is less than 135 sq/km and

could offer far less resistance than main island of Taiwan and guarantee a rapid

victory to Beijing. It appears that Taiwan has only 50,000 troops to defend all these
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islands. If successful in conducting a limited invasion, China could really strike a

blow to Taiwan’s morale – especially if the US does not have the will to directly

defend these small islands. This limited invasion could be the equivalent of Russia’s

original “special military operation” targeting the Donbas region in Ukraine. 

Map of Taiwan and Surrounding Islands1

Second, China could opt for a full-scale invasion of the main island of Taiwan

but that could prove to be far more difficult to achieve. First, the main island of

Taiwan is 36,000 sq/km and has been preparing for an invasion for several years.

Since 2017, Taiwan has adopted the strategy of the porcupine and started stockpiling

anti-air, anti-tank, air-dropped sea mines, shoulder-fired missiles, and anti-ship

weapons instead of heavier military equipment (Shoaib 2022). The porcupine strategy

entails that the defender uses a formidable amount of mobile and small weapons that

offer efficient and effective security while raising significantly the cost for the

1 Graphic created by Congressional Research Office (CRS 2017). Map and information generated using
data from National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency. The map does not include Pratas island located 
South West of Taiwan main island. 
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attacker. This strategy is even more effective for the defense of an island since

amphibian invasions are difficult military operations because the attacker is up against

fortifications and land defense systems. They also require an incredible amount of

logistics as well as reliable supply lines. This could be challenging for China since its

military does not have significant fighting experience. To resist an invasion by China,

Taiwan is also currently exploring the possibility to develop weapons locally in

collaboration with the US, this would increase Taiwan's independence on defensive

military equipment (Reuters 2022b). 

China is also preparing for a possible invasion of Taiwan. China has also made

significant investments in naval modernization by building three aircraft carriers

between 2012 and 2022. Beijing intends to build around five aircraft carriers in total.

However, aircraft carriers are not necessarily the type of ships needed to support

military operations against Taiwan. 

In fact, China has been also investing in other types of warships far more effective for

an invasion scenario. First, Beijing has authorized the construction and the launch of

ten destroyers type 055 that are equipped with “112 vertical launch tubes that can fire

everything from anti-ship missiles to long-range land-attack missiles” (Lendon 2022).

Additionally, China has launched 17 of the Type 39A/B subs, with plans to increase

that total to 25 in the next three years (US Department of Defense 2021). 

These submarines have been developed for the defense of China and could play a key

role in countering the US naval forces. Beijing is also building an impressive

amphibious fleet mainly composed of two types of warships: 071 and 075. These

vessels can transport up to 900 troops each with other key military equipment such as

helicopters, tanks, and landing crafts (Tadjdeh 2021). Finally, it is worth mentioning

that China is also investing in civilian and commercial ships such as merchant ferries

and maritime militia composed of hundreds of fishing boats.

Despite a formidable naval force and an overall power imbalance in favor of

China, it is unclear if the PRC’s military has the experience required to get between

100,000 to 1 million troops across the strait of Taiwan and successfully take over an

Island of 36,000 sq/km with 24 million inhabitants (Lendon & Watson 2022). It’s also
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important to mention that Taiwan has the advantage of holding the ground, with

180,000 troops available, and an estimated 2,300,000 reservists (Wu 2022). In

addition, the Biden administration publicly made clear that the US forces would

defend Taiwan in the event of Chinese invasion (Brunnstrrom & Hunnicutt 2022).

Taiwan’s defensive capability and the specter of a direct engagement with the US

could force China to choose an alternative option: a maritime blockade of Taiwan.

Option 2: Blockade

A maritime blockade of Taiwan could prove to be a less risky proposition for

China and lead to the fall of Taiwan for a longer period of time while inflicting

enormous economic pressure on the western world. 

This option presents fewer operational and reputational risks compared to the invasion

scenario where fighting experience, the effectiveness of supply lines, and battlefield

victories (reputation) are critical to ensure a successful military operation.  

Also, a blockade could possibly create the perception that it is less aggressive than an

invasion and would probably avoid a direct military confrontation with US naval

forces deployed in the region. It is also possible that the blockade could be disguised

as a false “quarantine” that would even lessen the perception of military aggression.

As a matter of fact, Beijing's “zero-Covid-19 policy” has allowed security forces to

take extraordinary coercive measures against the population living in large cities and

a similar justification could be made for a “public health quarantine” in Taiwan.

No matter the justification(s) Beijing could fabricate, it appears like the

invasion scenario, China could choose from a limited blockade of Taiwan or a full

blockade that will totally isolate the main island from the rest of the world. Again, the

limited blockade would most likely target the islands of Pratas, Wuqiu, Matsu,

Kinmen, and Penghu, which would also totally disrupt the commercial shipping

routes in the strait of Taiwan (see 1995-96 Chinese live-fire exercise areas). 

This approach is probably the less conflictual and the one that could

potentially yield the highest results when taking into account the operational and

reputational risks. Such an operation could provoke enough economic pressure on

Taiwan and chaos worldwide over a certain period of time, which could lead to a
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change in diplomatic negotiations. 

It is also less likely that the US would have the will to directly confront the

Chinese navy in the strait of Taiwan for a military operation that is not considered as

an invasion.

Second, China could opt for a full blockade of the main island of Taiwan as

practiced in August 2022 but this approach comes with higher risks. First, there is a

high risk of possible direct confrontation with Taiwan and US forces. 

In fact, both could try to break the blockade from inside out and outside in

creating an opportunity to overwhelm Chinese forces on two fronts. In response,

China could also resort to a bombing campaign on the main island, to break the anti-

ship and anti-aircraft defenses and to protect the naval forces involved in the

blockade. 

This situation could also spark an escalation spiral, especially if Taiwan’s anti-

ship defense systems are effective and/or if the US naval forces try to break the

blockade. In this particular instance, a US military official has already proposed that

the US navy could intervene directly to free Taiwan from a blockade (Nakamura

2022). 

Also, Taipei would consider a naval blockade as an act of war and would

likely directly engage the Chinese forces with its defense systems (Lee & Blanchard

2022). 
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The Role of North Korea and Russia
In the eventuality of China taking aggressive actions against Taiwan, Beijing

may secure the military support of two close allies: Russia and South Korea. First,

let’s take a look at the deepening relationship between Moscow and Beijing. The

formalization of rapport between China and Russia started in 2001 with the Treaty of

Good-Neighborliness and Friendly Cooperation and was renewed in 2021. In 2018,

Russia launched its largest war games and military maneuvers in collaboration with

China, including 300,000 soldiers, 1,000 aircraft, 36,000 tanks and 80 warships

(Isachenkov and Grits 2018). In this new agreement, Russia reaffirmed that Taiwan is

“an inalienable part of China, and opposes any forms of independence” (Wright

2022). In 2021, China and Russia sent warships to circle around Japan during a naval

exercise (Lendon 2021) and repeated a similar drill in 2022 near Alaska and Izu

Islands close to Japan (Dangwal 2022).  

This increasing naval collaboration between the two countries raises the
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prospect of Russia’s military support of China against Taiwan. While most analysts

are stating that Ukraine and Taiwan are totally two different situations, the strategy

used by Russia in the Black Sea could be the main lesson that China can learn from

this conflict. The Russian success in imposing a blockade on maritime exportation

from Ukraine and control on grain shipments is certainly underestimated and

overlooked by analysts. It’s important to remind the reader that since the beginning of

the war, Russia rapidly took control of the Black Sea and weaponized grain exports

from Ukraine as a blackmail strategy (Tan 2022). Ukrainian grain exports represent

40% of grain supporting the world’s food program supply (Green 2022). The Black

Sea naval operation could serve as a blueprint for China regarding Taiwan and prove

to be an area of close collaboration with Russia, especially in the light of recent joint

naval drills mentioned previously.

Russia could certainly provide advising support to the Chinese navy as well as backup

from its Pacific fleet which is composed of more than 40 warships (Reuters 2022c).

Russia has increased interest in the West Pacific region and started militarizing the

Kuril islands near Japan (Barrash 2022).

Also, needless to say, that a conflict between China and Taiwan could very much

serve Moscow’s interest. A conflict involving China and Taiwan would force the US

and western allies to shift their focus from Ukraine and possibly decrease military

pressure on Russia in the battlefield by possibly reducing security aid. 

The role of North Korea is most likely to be different than the one Russia could

play. The continuous tensions between Seoul and Pyongyang would rapidly escalate

if China makes an aggressive move on Taiwan. A few reasons and outcomes can be

stated to justify the intervention of North Korea in a future China-Taiwan conflict.

First, North Korea could raise the prospect of an imminent invasion of South Korea

and raise the stake of military conflict in the West Pacific. By threatening South

Korea, Pyongyang might really strain US military resources, impacting directly its

capacity to stop China in the military takeover of Taiwan. Second, North Korea could

hit Japan with its ballistic missiles, provoking a spillover of the conflict in the region

and forcing western allies to engage their forces on two fronts. Third, North Korea

could proceed with a nuclear test and use it as a warning to prevent the west from
19



intervening in a possible conflict between China and Taiwan (Hennigan 2022). In this

case, North Korea would threaten to use nuclear weapons on behalf of China and use

this threat as blackmail on US military troops, South Korea, Japan, and other regional

allies. Pyongyang currently has 30 to 40 nuclear warheads in its arsenal. This nuclear

blackmail could maintain China out of direct conflict with the US and force the West

to make difficult choices, including the abandonment of Taiwan. The role of North

Korea in a conflict between China and Taiwan remains overlooked by analysts and

could have disastrous consequences on the military options left to western allies in

their response to China’s military aggression. 

Conclusion
This paper examined the motivation, capability, and opportunity China may

have to force reunification with Taiwan. First, the historic, economic, and geopolitical

importance of Taiwan is certainly fueling Beijing’s motivation to use coercion to

bring Taipei into the fold of authoritarian communism. Second, China is clearly

dominating Taiwan militarily with its large navy fleet, ground forces, and aviation.

However, the concept of capacity is far broader than only military resources, it also

includes combat experience and troop veterancy, which China clearly lacks. Finally,

China could benefit from three key opportunities: (1) “carte blanche'' for Xi Jinping as

he managed for his third mandate to elevate the presidency status in the constitution

by enshrining Xi as the core ideology of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP); (2) a

nuclear North Korea capable of strategic deterrence and offensive; and (3) western

countries currently being engulfed financially and militarily in the Ukraine war.  

Regarding the first point, this means that Xi Jinping has created a unique

political opportunity to align the CCP and its institution behind him. This is especially

important if Xi Jinping decides to go to war with Taiwan. The second point provides

China with a proxy nuclear threat against the West and destabilizes the entire Korean

peninsula as well as taking aim at Japan with ballistic missiles. North Korea has

recently declared itself a nuclear state. Finally, the third point alludes to the window

of opportunity offered by Russia's aggression on Ukraine and the mobilization of
20



western countries to deny Moscow a victory in a proxy war. This situation would

likely stretch to thin West resources and force the US and its allies to redefine their

priorities in Ukraine and revise the threshold that would trigger a direct confrontation

with China – which could benefit both Russia (less resistance in Ukraine) and China

(more latitude in coercing Taiwan). 

Because all military options in Taiwan are not equal due to the inherent

operational and reputational risks, some options are more likely to happen sooner than

later. Also, because the level of in is not the same for each option, the timing will vary

according to the level of resources required and the complexity of the operation.

Moreover, it is assumed that all four options will happen during the third mandate of

Xi Jinping, which provides a five-year time frame. Here is an assessment of when

each scenario could happen:

Option 1a: Limited blockade of islands surrounding the main

island of Taiwan. This scenario could happen as soon as

November 2022.

Option 1b: Full-scale blockade of main island Taiwan. This

scenario could happen as soon as Winter/Spring 2023.

Option 2a: Limited invasion of islands surrounding the main

island of Taiwan. This scenario could happen as soon as

November 2023.

Option 2b: Full-scale invasion of the main island of Taiwan.

This scenario could happen as soon as Winter/Spring 2024. 

This assessment assumes that China will want to take advantage of the conflict

in Ukraine to launch a less aggressive naval blockade first and/or establish a more

aggressive blockade a few months later. Because military invasion scenarios require

more preparation time and are riskier, it is unlikely they happen immediately.

However, due to the possible high level of resistance from Taiwan, China won’t wait

too long in Xi Jinping's mandate to attack in case the operation drags on for several
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months or years. Regarding the timing, it is also unlikely that each of these options

will take place in summer and fall due to Typhoon seasons in the South China Sea.

Finally, it is important to mention that these four options are not mutually exclusive

and could happen in a sequence.  
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